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2016 Mycological Society of America Annual Reports 
 

Annual Report of the President 
 
First, I would like to thank everyone for their participation in the MSA during my tenure 
as President.  I feel very privileged for the opportunity to have served the society during 
2015-2016 and look forward to contributing to the MSA in the future.  Three primary 
issues confronted MSA this year and they included:  1) the decision to accept Taylor & 
Francis’ (T&F) proposal to co-publish Mycologia, with the first issue scheduled for 
publication in January 2017; 2) a contract with Allen Press for association management 
services not provided by T&F; and 3) a contract with Middleton Advisory LLC to provide 
investment advisory services to manage MSA’s endowment.  The rationale for 
contracting these services will be discussed briefly below.  
 
Co-Publishing Mycologia with Taylor & Francis 
In an effort led by Keith Seifert, for which we owe a great debt of gratitude, three 
proposals for co-publishing Mycologia were evaluated and the one submitted by Taylor 
& Francis (T&F) was selected.  MSA has contracted with T&F to publish Mycologia over 
the next five years.  We found T&F’s objectives for Mycologia to be particularly 
attractive, and they include expanding worldwide dissemination, increasing citation and 
readership globally, and helping us achieve financial sustainability.  Key features of the 
agreement include no page charges, unlimited color for publishing online, financial 
support of the Editorial office, and T&F will cover all of the costs involved in copy-
editing, printing, distribution, marketing and hosting the journal online.  To help the MSA 
achieve financial sustainability, T&F will return member dues to the society and we will 
receive a royalty on all revenue.   
  During the MSA Annual Meeting in August, key colleagues will be in attendance 
from the T&F’s US and UK Offices. Ashlynne Merrifield, Publisher for the Biological and 
Food Sciences portfolio based in T&F’s Oxfordshire office, UK will be joined by 
colleagues, Lauren Herman, Publisher for Biological, Environmental and Earth Sciences 
portfolio and Mike Amato, Managing Editor for Agronomy, Botany and Environment 
portfolio based in T&F’s Philadelphia office.  Ashlynne, Lauren and Mike will be the key 
contacts for the transition of Mycologia to T&F for 2017.  A transition meeting is planned 
for Thursday 11 August in Berkeley to discuss several points, including T&F’s 
departments, overview of the peer review system, member access, and marketing 
among others. 
 
Association Management Services from Allen Press 
MSA requested bids from three firms for business maintenance and management 
services not provided by T&F.  The bid from Allen Press was selected and a contract 
was signed for several critical services, including, but not limited to, member, subscriber 
and product maintenance, basic and advanced accounting, customer service, and a 
basic renewal program.  In addition, Allen Press will set-up, host and maintain a 
member services website.  In this regard, your suggestions on how this site can be 
made more dynamic and informative should be sent to the Electronic Communication & 
Web Page Management Committee and\or the Executive Council.  MSA owes an 
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enormous debt of gratitude to webmaster Antonio Izzo and Danny Haelewaters, 
outgoing Student Section representative for all of the time, effort and creativity that went 
into their upgrade of the current MSA website (http://msafungi.org). 
 
Investment Advisory Services from Middleton Advisory LLC   
Following the discovery by Jean Lodge and Sharon A. Cantrell that the MSA 
Endowment Fund accounting and investments was in dire need of revision, the Finance 
and Endowment Committees recommended that MSA seek investment advice from two 
professional investment advisors.  Two proposals were evaluated and the one from 
David Middleton ― Middleton Advisory LLC, Bethesda, MD was selected.  Several 
recommendations were made by our financial advisor to modify the Manual of 
Operations to allow for long term investments within the operating account for unspent 
funds, to significantly reduce the noninterest-earning funds held in cash, and to 
rebalance the endowment to move funds from low-earing U.S. Treasury securities into 
low-cost exchange traded funds.  For more details, please see the reports submitted by 
the Finance (Lisa Castlebury, Chair) and Endowment Committees (John Taylor and 
David Geiser, Chairs). 
 
Thanks to the Editors of Mycologia and Inoculum 
Having reported on the plans to transition to T&F for publishing Mycologia, I would be 
remiss if I didn’t profusely thank Catherine Aime, Managing Editor and the Executive, 
Associate and Assistant Editors of Mycologia for producing one of the premier 
mycological journals.  Thanks are also due Julia Kerrigan, outgoing Editor of Inoculum, 
for three excellent years of service to our society, and Don Natvig, Chair of the Editorial 
Advisory Committee. 
 
Thanks to officers, councilors and committee chairs 
Before my term as MSA President comes to an end this August, I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank a host of people whose tireless efforts and dedication have enabled 
our society to run efficiently and harmoniously.  Here, I would like to thank Sharon A. 
Cantrell, the incoming MSA Vice President and outgoing Treasurer for her skilled 
financial acumen, which has significantly benefited the MSA over the past three years.  
Special thanks are also due Sarah E. Bergemann, MSA’s Executive Vice President, for 
the countless hours that she has devoted to our society and for her outstanding 
organizational skills.  Ask any former officer of the MSA and I am confident that they will 
all tell you that the Executive Vice President is the person who really runs our society.  I 
would be remiss if I didn’t thank the following four Councilors whose terms end in 2016: 
Meritxell Riquelme (Cell Biology/Physiology), Marin Talbot Brewer (Ecology/Pathology), 
Stephen Rehner (Genetics/Molecular Biology) and Matt Smith (Systematics/Evolution).  
  Thanks are due the following outgoing Standing Committee chairs for their time 
and effort: Lisa Castlebury (Finance), and Priscila Chaverri (Nomenclature).     
  I am pleased to acknowledge the following outgoing chairs of the Awards and 
General Service Rotating Committees for their dedication to the MSA: Mary Berbee 
(Honorary Awards), Brian Perry (Mentor Travel Awards), François Lutzoni (Mycological 
Society Distinctions), David Geiser (Research Awards), Tim James (Student Awards), 
John Taylor and David Geiser (Endowment), Antonis Rokas (Karling Annual Lecture), 
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Dan Luoma (Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs & Societies), Tom Bruns 
(Nominations Committee) and Anne Pringle (Program Committee).  Thanks are due 
Tom Bruns and John Taylor for handling local arrangements for MSA 2016, which will 
be held August 7-11 at the Clark-Kerr Campus of the University of California-Berkeley, 
and for arranging the following three field trip options:  a Forest Pathology trip to Pt 
Reyes National Seashore and Tomales Pt. State Park, and tours of the Lede Family 
Wines in Napa Valley and Monterey Mushroom’s production facility in Watsonville). 

 
Membership 
Good news! Andy Wilson, Chair of the Membership Committee, reported that 
membership increased slightly during 2016 to 1105 members.  This is up by 61 
members from last year's final total of 1044. Much of the gains have been in student 
membership, which is largely due to having a strong student section and the inroads 
and progress they have been making in recruiting their fellow students to become 
members.  I am optimistic that the move to T&F and Allen Press’ basic renewal program 
will take a lot of pressure off this committee with regard to recruitment of new members, 
and renewal of individual and institutional subscriptions.  Starting in August 2016, T&F 
plans to dispatch five rounds of membership renewal letters via email and post.  For 
additional details regarding the Membership Committee, please see Andy Wilson’s 
report. 
 
MSA Student Section 
Thanks are due Jessie Uehling, outgoing Chair of the Student Section for her service to 
the MSA, and a hearty welcome to incoming Chair Chris Smyth.  Best of luck for a 
productive and enjoyable tenure representing the MSA Student Section.  Please see 
Jessie Uehling’s report for detailed activities of the Student Section during 2015-2016. 
 
Future MSA Meeting Venues 
The MSA meeting locations for the next two years have been selected, and the one for 
our meeting in 2019 is under discussion. The MSA meeting in 2017 will be held at the 
Classic Center 15-19 July in Athens, Georgia, near the University of Georgia.  Please 
be sure to mark this on your calendar and register early because the attractive and 
economical venue is guaranteed to attract a large number of participants.  The 
International Mycological Congress in 2018 will be hosted by the MSA July 15-21 in San 
Juan, Puerto Rico.  Plans will be made to schedule the MSA business meeting and an 
awards ceremony in conjunction with the congress.  A meeting venue for our 2019 
meeting hasn’t been set, but we are exploring the possibility of a joint meeting with the 
Fungal Biology Branch of the Mexican Society of Biochemistry in Ensenada, Mexico. 
 

—Kerry O’Donnell 
President 
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Annual Report of the President-Elect 
 
I have had the pleasure of serving MSA President-Elect, and thank my fellow officers, 
Councilors and committee chairs for a successful 2015-2016 year.  I worked on three 
main issues – change to Taylor and Frances publisher for Mycologia, employing a 
financial planner for MSA endowment management, and as Chair of the Ad Hoc 
Diversity Committee. 
 
Publication of Mycologia - MSA Council and Mycologia editor and management staff 
sought bids for Mycologia publication and MSA member services.  I very much 
appreciate the efforts of Keith Seifert in leading this effort, and Mycologia staff and 
Council members especially Kerry O’Donnell and Deborah Lodge, to a successful 
completion.  I read all documents and when requested, offered an opinion or vote.  
Taylor and Francis was chosen as publisher for Mycologia, and Allen Press will manage 
member services, the MSA web pages and within the web site electronic publication of 
Inoculum.  
 
Financial Planning - Under the leadership of Deborah Jean Lodge (MSA President 
2014-2015) and Lisa Castlebury, MSA obtained and vetted two bids for management of 
MSA financial resources.  I am especially grateful to Lisa as she remained on the 
Finance Committee an extra term, and Jean, for organizing our financial records, 
investigating MSA Bylaws and requirements, and identifying two potential financial 
planning companies.  As part of the MSA Executive Council, I participated in interviews 
of David Middleton (Middelton Advisory) and Fried Mouro Merrill Lynch Group. We 
discussed options and MSA needs via email and Skype and contracted the services of 
Middleton Advisory.  
 
Diversity Committee – The Ad Hoc Diversity Committee was charged by Kerry 
O’Donnell immediately following the 2015 MSA meeting. I am very grateful for the 
thoughtful and energetic committee members who were appointed; Sara Branco and 
Georgiana May (co-chairs), Tanya Cheeke (postdoc), Danny Haelwaters (graduate 
student), Mia Maltz (postdoc), Sharon Cantrell (faculty, U. Puerto Rico), Don Natvig 
(faculty, U. New Mexico). The committee met approximately once per month via Skype 
over the year.  We developed and conducted the first ever survey of member diversity 
(managed by Allen Press) and will present those results at the 2016 MSA annual 
meeting.  We encouraged improved access to child care at annual meetings (led by Mia 
Maltz), and organized the first ever Career Lunch for the 2016 MSA meeting (led by 
Tanya Cheeke).  Most importantly, we have drafted policy and anti-harassment 
statements, received feedback and edited those statements, and will present these to 
the Council and membership for approval as ByLaw changes.  We are currently drafting 
“best practices” recommendations for the Manual of Operations (MOP) to improve 
diversity and equity in all MSA functions.  I thank Kerry O’Donnell, Council, and MSA 
members for thoughtful and frank discussion of important issues of diversity and equity 
in MSA. 

—Georgiana May 
President-Elect 
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Annual Report of the Vice President 
 
My primary responsibility was to garner nominations for the annual election of MSA 
officers and councilors, and to provide ballot materials to Allen Press. Nominations were 
sought from the MSA membership at large via the MSA website and results assembled 
by Chris Lapine at Allen Press.  I selected one individual with the most nominations 
from the membership for each position, and the Nominations Committee (Chair Tom 
Bruns, members Tim Baroni, Mary Berbee, Joey Spatafora, Rytas Vilgalys, Aaron David 
(student)) provided one nominee per position by a consensus process.  This committee 
had my list of candidates before they chose nominees. We enjoyed robust participation 
with almost 50 individuals nominated, a process yielding a strong slate of candidates.     
 
Nominations for MSA Council seats  
Position Nom.Com. Membership & Exec.  
VP Sharon Cantrell Cathy Cripps 
Treasurer ------ Chris Schardl 
Genetics/MolBio Scott Baker Lisa Grubisha 
Cell/Physiology Corby Kistler Heather Hallen-

Adams 
Ecology/Pathology Else Vellinga Matias Cafaro 
Systematics/Evolution Kabir Peay Todd Osmundson 
 
 Election results for MSA by-laws changes.  The motion passed with nearly 94% 
voting yes. 
 
Election results for MSA officers and councilors. Votes were close, and we thank 
Cathy Cripps, Scott Baker, Corby Kistler, Matias Cafaro and Kabir Peay, for running for 
election in these offices and positions.  422 people voted, more than half of the society 
membership, with just four of those being paper ballots. Below, we announce the 
elected officers and Councilors for MSA 2016.  
 
Vice-President: 

 
Sharon A. Cantrell – is a Professor of the Department 
of Biology and the Associate Vice-Chancellor of 
Graduate Studies and Research at Universidad del 
Turabo in Puerto Rico. Dr. Cantrell has a Ph.D. in 
Phytopathology with a concentration in Mycology and 
Systematics from the University of Georgia, USA. 
Currently, Dr. Cantrell is the Vice President of the 
International Mycological Association and the Chair of 
the Local Organizing Committee for IMC11. She has 
served as MSA Treasurer, Past Councilor of 
Systematics and Evolution, Past Chair of International 

Affair Committee, Past Chair Biodiversity Committee, Past Chair Conservation 
Committee, Member Program Committee. Her research concentrates in the study of the 
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diversity and role of fungi in different ecosystems including extreme environments and 
how fungal communities are affected by disturbances. She has over 30 peer review 
publications, has described approximately 20 new species of fungi and has been very 
active in disseminating the importance of fungi through workshops, lectures and TV 
programs.  
Treasurer: 
 

Christopher Schardl – is the Chair of the Department of 
Plant Pathology, University of Kentucky. He received his 
B.S. in Biochemistry from Cornell University, and his Ph.D. 
in Biochemistry from the University of California, Davis. He 
conducted postdoctoral research at the Plant Breeding 
Institute in Cambridge, England. Upon joining the University 
of Kentucky in 1985, he initiated a research program on 
fungal biochemistry, molecular biology and evolution. Within 
a few years his research program had focused mainly on 
Epichloë species including endophytes and pathogens of 
grasses. He has authored or coauthored 125 refereed 
papers — 15 of which are in Mycologia — plus 45 other 
chapters and review papers. He has served on MSA 
Council, the Long-Term Planning Committee, and the MSA 
Awards Committee. He has served on the Mycologia 

editorial board as Associate Editor, and currently as an Executive Editor. He is also 
chairing the Scientific Program Committee for the International Mycological Congress, 
IMC11, to be held in 2018. 
 
 
 
Councilor for Cell Biology/Physiology: 

 
Heather Hallen Adams  – is an Assistant Professor at 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in the Department 
of Food Science and Technology.  She is an MSA 
member since 1998. She earned her PhD from 
Michigan State University in 2002 for work on Amanita 
taxonomy and toxicology, which she continued during 
one of her post docs; she also did post doctoral work 
on Fusarium gene expression and mycotoxins. Since 
2010, she has been an Assistant Professor at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln in the Department of 
Food Science and Technology, where she considers 
her mandate to be all areas in which food and fungi 
intersect. Her recent work has focused largely on fungi 

in the human gut, and on Debaryomyces hansnenii killer toxins and interactions with 
Candida albicans and C. tropicalis; she also continues to supervise students working in 
Fusarium, and has collaborative projects on post-harvest spoilage of maize in 
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Guatemala and Rwanda. The fungal component of her active teaching program 
includes Molds and Mycotoxins, and sections in Food Microbiology, Industrial 
Microbiology, and Food Toxicology. She has served the Society on the Mentor Student 
Travel Awards Committee (2010-2013, 2014 ex officio) and is currently serving on the 
Student Awards Committee (2014-2018), and by reviewing manuscripts for Mycologia. 
 
Councilor for Ecology/Pathology: 
 

Todd Osmundson – is an Assistant Professor in 
the Department of Biology, University of Wisconsin 
– La Crosse.  I received my Ph.D. from Columbia 
University 2009. I conducted doctoral research on 
bolete systematics and biogeography with advisor 
Roy Halling, New York Botanical Garden, and M.S. 
research at Montana State University on 
systematics of alpine Laccaria with advisor Cathy 
Cripps. My research and professional interests 
include fungal biodiversity, biogeography, 
systematics, and conservation.  Recent and current 
research topics include fungal biodiversity of 

Moorea, French Polynesia; bolete systematics and biogeography; spore genetics and 
dispersal in alpine macromycetes; factors influencing community structure of plant 
microbiomes; and evolution of traits related to virulence in plant pathogenic fungi. My 
service to MSA includes Mentor Travel Award committee member and chair, 
Conservation committee member and chair, and Electronic Communication & Web 
Page Management committee member. MSA Awards:  NAMA Memorial Fellowship, 
C.T. Rogerson Student Research Award, A.H. and H.V. Smith Research Award. 
Member of the IUCN Mushroom, Bracket and Puffball Specialist Group. 
 

Councilor for Systematics/ Evolution 
Else Vellinga – The last 25+ years I have been a mushroom 
taxonomist, with main interests in the white-spored 
Agaricaceae, especially Lepiota, Leucoagaricus and 
Leucocoprinus, of which many species are still un-described in 
North America. Mushroom taxonomy and systematics lay the 
basics for further ecological research and conservation efforts, 
and I have played active roles in recording and mapping 
projects in Europe, am interested in introduced fungi and their 
impact on the environment, and am involved in the current 
project to include mushroom species in the IUCN Red Data 
List, and for these reasons I have been and am a member of 
the MSA’s conservation committee. I also feel that outreach is 
a very important part of being a scientist, and I participate in 
the local mushroom clubs and their events, identify mushrooms 
for the general public, write for popular mushroom magazines, 
and have been a member of the Liaison with Amateur 
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Mycological Clubs & Societies committee. I also served MSA as an associate editor. In 
my spare time, and at MSA meetings, you will find me knitting. 
 
Councilor for Genetics/ Molecular Biology 

Lisa Grubisha – is an Assistant Professor of 
Biology, University of Wisconsin – Green Bay. 
Lisa Grubisha received her Ph.D. from the 
University of California Berkeley in 2005 under 
the direction of Tom Bruns. Her dissertation 
research focused on a population genetics 
study of Rhizopogon vulgaris and Rhizopogon 
occidentalis associated with Pinus muricata in 
California. The first, and so far the only, 
microsatellite loci for these species were 
developed as part of this study. In 1998 she 
received an MSc from Oregon State 

University. For her thesis, under Joey Spatafora’s mentorship, she published the first 
molecular systematic study of Rhizopogon that tested infrageneric relationships. Post-
doctoral research included a phylogeographic study of Tricholoma populinum (with D. 
Lee Taylor), population genetics project of Aspergillus flavus (with Peter Cotty) and a 
co-population genetic study of Pterospora andromedea and Rhizopogon kreterzae and 
R. salebrosus (with Matt Klooster). Microsatellite loci for the last two projects were aided 
by use of available genome sequences (A. oryzae) or Next Generation Sequencing 
(Pterospora/Rhizopogon) of genomic libraries using Illumina or 454 pyrosequencing. 
Current research includes projects that focus on research sites in Wisconsin: (1) 
determining how pollinator-mediated dispersal affects yeast and bacterial nectar 
diversity using Illumina sequencing; (2) evaluation and isolation of orchid mycorrhizal 
fungi for conservation and rehabilitation of the Ridges Sanctuary orchid community in 
collaboration with the North American Orchid Conservation Center; (2) agricultural 
(conventional, organic) and nonagricultural fungal and bacterial metagenomic soil 
community diversity and function (funded by the USDA). General research interests 
include phylogenetic systematics, population genetics, molecular ecology, and 
metagenomics. Teaching includes Mycology and Environmental Microbiology. Currently 
mentoring three MS graduate students and three undergraduate students. Member of 
MSA since 1997. MSA service includes Program Committee 2016-2019 and ad-hoc 
reviewer for Mycologia. 
 

—Tom Volk 
Vice President 

 
 

Annual Report of the Executive Vice President 
 

The Executive Vice President’s Midyear Report, published in the March 2015 issue of 
Inoculum [67 (2)], summarized activities from August 2015 to January 2016.  A 
summary of activities since that time is as follows: 
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• Conducted 11 email polls as follows: 
o 2016-01— The request for Emeritus status by Dr. Donald T. Wicklow was 

approved by Council. 
o 2016-02—Proposed changes to the MSA By-laws:  Elimination of MSA ATCC 

and IUMS representatives were approved by Council. 
o 2016-03—  The motion to revise the MOP and improve diversity and gender 

balance in the MSA was approved by Council. 
o 2016-04—  The nomination of Toby Spribille as an Associate Editor for 

Mycologia was approved by Council. 
o 2016-05—  The recommendation from the Honorary Awards committee to 

approve the nominations of Francois Lutzoni, MSA fellow, and Barbara 
Howlett, MSA Honorary Member, were approved by Council. 

o 2016-06—  The recommendation of the MSA Finance committee to approve 
David Middleton (Middleton Advisory) as the investment advisor for the MSA 
was approved by Council.  

o 2016-07—  The nomination of Dr. Arturo Casadevall as the 2016 Karling 
annual lecturer was approved by Council.  

o 2016-08—  Request for discounted membership by N. Rungjindamai was 
approved by Council. 

o 2016-09—  Request for discounted membership by Janneke Aylward was 
approved by Council. 

o 2016-10—  Naming of the best graduate student oral presentation was 
approved by Council. 

o 2016-11—  Requests for discounted memberships by Dr. Najam ul Sehar 
Afshan, Dr. Abudul Rehman Khan Niazi,  and Prof. Dr. Abdul Nasir Khalid 
were approved by Council. 

• Taylor Hrabe from Allen Press and I worked to correct inaccuracies in the MSA 
membership database and provide a permanent rollover for EMERITUS and 
LIFETIME subscriptions approved by MSA Council. 

• Prepared the agenda and packet for Executive Council meeting with President Kerry 
O’Donnell 

• Prepared minutes and reports of the Executive Council meeting for publication in the 
Inoculum 

• Prepared 2 Executive VP columns for publication in the Inoculum (March/April and 
May/June issues) 

• Worked with VP Tom Volk and Allen Press Association Manager Chris Lapine on 
conducting the Spring Ballot; six Council positions were on the ballot (Vice 
President, Treasurer, and four Councilors).  The deadline for ballots was May 22, 
2016 and 44% (422) of eligible members voted.  Results of the Spring Ballot are 
summarized in the Vice President’s Annual Report. Amendments to the By-laws on 
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the ballot were the elimination of the ATCC and IUMS MSA representative positions 
which also passed with 94% of membership approving. 

• Worked with President Kerry O’Donnell, President-Elect Georgiana May, Program 
Chair Anne Pringle, Local Arrangements Chairs John Taylor and Tom Bruns, and 
Awards Coordinator Andrea Porras-Alfaro on issues relating to the annual MSA 
meeting.  

• Sent out the call for annual reports in late May 
• Responded to email and other inquiries addressed to MSA.   
• 187 new members from 27 countries joined MSA in 2016 and will be presented for 

approval by member vote at the Business Meeting (Thursday, August 11): 
o Argentina— Francisco Kuhar 
o Australia—Giles Hardy, Brett Summerell 
o Canada—Jonathan Cale, Jessie Furze, Jean-Marc Moncalvo, Pierre Noel, 

Laura Super, Cyrus Taheri, Wenjing Xia 
o China— Qian Chen, Li-Wei Zhou 
o Colombia— Maria Rodríguez Cruz, Ana Esperenza Franco-Molano 
o Czech Republic— Jan Borovicka 
o Denmark— Lene Lange 
o Ethiopia— Dawit Abate 
o Germany— Kriszta Valyi 
o India— T K Arun Kumar 
o Italy— Sima Khodaei 
o Japan— Ayaka Minoshima 
o Republic of Korea— In-Geol Choi, Joo-Hyun Hong , Hanbyul Lee 
o Mexico— Melina Lopez-Meyer 
o Netherlands— Sofia Gomes, Vincent Merckx, Jorinde Nuytinck 
o New Zealand—Ian Dickie 
o Nigeria— Momodu Olorunfemi 
o Pakistan— Abdul Rehman Khan Niazi, Najam Ul Sehar Afshan 
o Panama— Monica Pachar 
o Reunion— Isabelle Robene 
o Slovakia— Slavomir Adamcik 
o South Africa— Janneke Aylward 
o Sweden— Brendan Furneaux , Olena Myronycheva 
o Thailand— Hatairat Plaengdaeng, Nattawut Rungjindamai 
o Turkey— Mazhar Rafique 
o United Kingdom— Emma Gilmartin 
o United States— William Alexander, Heather Anderson, Thomas Anneberg, 

Mark Anthony, Sarah Araldi-Brondolo, Rheannon Arvidson, Daniel Ballhorn, 
Evan Baum, Jessie Bell, Patrick Bennett, Henry Betts, Briana Boaz, Brigitte 
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Bomer, Amanda Bradley, Albre Brown, Kenneth Bruno, Shelby Calkins, 
Derreck Carter-House, Akiko Carver, Buck Castillo, Dakota Clayton, Isadora 
Coelho, Kelsey Cook, Manuela Dal Forno, Megan Daniels, Caroline Daws, 
Amnat Eamvijarn, Kaoutar El Mounadi, Margaret Ellis, Martha Elmore, 
Carolyn Elya, Christopher Fernandez, Terren Flanders, Tadashi Fukami, 
Michael Fulcher, Matthew Gardner, Brittny Gardner, Mathew Geisler, Emile 
Gluck-Thaler, Jacob Golan, Erica Goss, Roger Greenwell Jr., Radwa Alaraby 
Hanafy, Alison Harrington, Seth Helfers, Leslie Holland, Sierra Hollar, Martin 
Huss, Martina Iapichino, Bradford James Sr., Martha Jenkins, Anthony Jreij, 
Patty Kaishian, Cade Kane, Gabriel Kenne, Bryce Kerr, Karissa Koessel, 
Stephen Kolomyjec, Liz Koziol, Alan Kuo, Tania Kurbessoian, Cheryl Kuske, 
Bisho Ram Lawaju, Elizabeth Leighton, Domingos Da Silva Leite, Devin 
Leopold, Ningxiao Li, Feng Jin Liew, Martin Livezey, Leo Louis, Dabao Lu, 
Shannon Lynch, Maria Marlin, Isabelita Martinez, Sawyer Masonjones, Chase 
Mayers, Elizabeth McWilliams, Amy Milo, Stephen Mondo, Liliam Montoya, 
Roger Munoz, Jillian Myers, Samantha Nellis, Shannon Newerth, Chance 
Noffsinger, Brittany North, Kristen O'Connell, Paul Olexia, Ryoko Oono, Peter 
Oviatt, Jonathan Palmer, Gregory Pec, Peter Pellitier, Kayla Pennerman, 
Jennifer Pett-Ridge, Carolina Pina Paez, Nuttapon Pombubpa, Virginia Poole, 
Joshua Powell, Kenneth Qin, Deepak Rajendran, Betsy Randall-Schadel, F. 
Brent Reeves, Robert Riley, Brent Robicheau, Nicholas Romano, Danila 
Romanov, Mathias Rost III, Rodolfo Salas Lizana, Christine Salomon, Mareli 
Sanchez, Benjamin Schilz, Christian Schwarz, Jayme Seehafer, Wendy 
Shortell, James Skelton, Gabriel Smith, Erin Spear, Ryan Stephens, Emily 
Streaker, Noah Strom, Wendy Sueno, Lidia Swanson, Rachel Swenie, Alex 
Taylor, Richard Tehan, Michael Thomas, Paola Torres Andrade, Sarath Vega 
Gutierrez, Kathryn Vescio, Alexandra Vivelo, Hannah Wahl, Monica Watson, 
Alex Weir, Emily Whalen, Nathan Wiederhold, Stephanie Willis, Melanie Rose 
Wilson, Ben Wolfe, Elise Worchel, Brett Younginger, Noha Youssef, Amy 
Zanne, Bo Zhang, Jinxiang Zhang 

• 1 member was approved by Council for Emeritus status since the 2015 annual 
report and will be presented for approval by member vote at the Business Meeting: 

o Dr. Donald T. Wicklow, formerly USDA-ARS, MSA member since 1964 
• The deaths of the following members were reported: 

o Dr. C.S. Venkatachalam (February 5, 2016) 
o Dr. Thomas N. Taylor (April 28, 2016) 

 
—Sarah Bergemann 

Executive Vice President 
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Annual Report of the Treasurer 
 
Meeting, Awards and Symposia finances:  
For the 2016 MSA annual meeting in Berkeley, California $7,500 were awarded for 15 
Mentor Student Travel Awards at $500 each (Alexopoulos (1), Barr-Bigelow (1), Bigelow 
(1) Butler (1), Denison (1), Gilbertson (1), Kramer (1), Korf (1), Luttrell (1), Miller (2), 
Thiers (2), Trappe (1) and Simmons (1)); and $44,000 for 22 research awards 
(Alexopoulos Prize $1,000; Martin-Baker $2500, Rogerson $1000, Rippon $500, 
Lichtwardt $1000, Simmons $10000, Bartnicki-García $500, Forest Fungal Ecology 
Graduate $5,000 for four awards at $1250; Forest Fungal Ecology Post-Doctoral $5,000 
for two awards at $2500 each; Translational Mycology $10,000 for four awards at 
$2500, NAMA $2,000; MSA Graduate Fellowship $4,000 for two awards at $2,000 
each; Undergraduate Research $500 and Backus $1,000). An anonymous contribution 
of $20000 was received for the Forest Fungal Ecology Award and for a new 
Translational Mycology Award in 2016. A total of $4000 MSA funds were allocated to 
sponsor two speakers, $28,500 were obtained from the Sloan Foundation to sponsor 
three symposia and $400 from New Phytologists to sponsor one speaker at UC 
Berkeley.  
 
MSA Management and Publication finances:  
As of July 15, 2016, MSA management and publication expenses for FY2016 were 
$111,414.71 (Table 1). The income generated as of May 31, 2016 for Mycologia without 
subscriptions is $51,571.52. The total income with subscriptions is $126,382.65. 
 
Table 1. Publication expenses incurred in FY2014, FY2015 and FY2016 to date. 
 
Publication Expenses FY 2016 FY 2015 FY 2014 

Total publication costs 
(Inoculum, Allen Press 
Management and Mycologia) $111,414.71 $236,163.86 $226,838.72 

Inoculum S6,493.34 $6,465.34 $6,288.97 
Management fees 24,088.23 $38,893.28 $38,531.17 

Mycologia 80,833.14 $191,267.05 $193,221.42 

Mycologia printing 47,492.29 $76,417.70 $97,133.70 
Allen Track 2,571.54 $4,795.05 $4,756 

Editorial office 17,805.32 83,337.66 $64,405.22 

Online Publication 12,963.99 $26,716.64 $26,926.50 
# of issues per year 3 issues 6 issues 6  issues 
Cost per issue NA $31,877.84 $32,203.57 
Fiscal Year January-December 
 
Membership:  
As of July 1, 2016, the number of members for FY2016 is 1,120 which is higher when 
compared to same day FY2015 which was 953. The number of subscriptions is 547 for 
FY2016 which is lower when compared to the same day for FY2015 which was 587. 
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The number of memberships is showing an increased when compared to fiscal year 
2015 were the total number of members were 1044 but subscriptions continue to exhibit 
a continual and gradual decline since 2005. In terms of members we are approaching 
the numbers observed 10 years ago.  
 
Table 2. Number of members and institutional subscription and income generated from 
members and subscription in FY2006 to FY2015 and for FY2016 up today. 
   
 Number of Income $ from 
       FY Members Subscriptions Members Subscriptions 

2006 1185 729 101992 142756 
2007 1199 724 89971 170910 
2008 1134 713 83339 197282 
2009 1139 680 80834 211317 
2010 1102 648 77670 212087 
2011 1107 613 79058 203291 
2012 1144 568 80682 196694 
2013 1096 691 70330 180851 
2014 1074 644 42927 168122 
2015 1044 594 57,659 190,011 
2016* 1120 547 64,653 181,041 

 *this fiscal year to date  
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Trend in membership and subscription numbers since 2006.



	  

	  

 

Fig. 2 Trend in memberships (A) and subscriptions (B) demographics for FY 2016 up 
today. 
 
General issues 
During FY2016, tax-exempt not-for-profit Form 990 and related schedules for FY2015 
were prepared by our accountant, John Adkisson ($1,300 fee). Other expenses incurred 
in 2016 are: $356 for CrossRef membership and journal deposits, $1,200 to American 
Institute of Biological Sciences for AIBS Public Policy Office Services, $100 for the 
Natural Science Collection. The Society signed the contract with the Puerto Rico 
Convention Center for IMC11 and paid the IMC 11 Meeting Planner $3,375 for services 
incur this year. Also, we paid a deposit of $5000 to the Athens Classic Center for 2017 
MSA Annual Meeting. The Society received 13,569.77 from JSTOR for our 2015 
revenue share payment.  
 

—Sharon A. Cantrell 
Treasurer 
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Annual Report of the Mycologia Editors 
 
Currently there are a total of 891 individual subscriptions of which nine include print 
copies, and 543 institutional subscriptions of which 289 include print copies. Of the 
individual subscriptions, 27 are complementary to Honorary MSA Members.  
 
Mycologia issues are up to date with publication of the year 2016 issues 108.1, 108.2 
and 108.3 completed. Statistics for manuscript decisions January 1 – December 31, 
2015 are as follows: The total number of first decisions = 227, with median days to first 
decision = 40 (range = 0 – 436). The total number of final decisions = 218, with median 
days to final decision = 76 (range = 0 – 564). Outliers of particular concern are the three 
manuscripts with first decisions after six months or more, which seem to have involve 
profound difficulty in getting responses from reviewers and, to some extent, from 
Associate Editors. Thus, reviewer fatigue is a major issue for Mycologia, and the need 
continues for additional editors with qualifications in key areas. With respect to days to 
final decisions, outliers seem to involve very long periods between first decision and 
submission of the revision. A common solution to such a problem for other journals is to 
exercise strict time limits for revisions, and although Mycologia has a published time 
limit, it has usually been unenforced.  
 
There have been several changes to the editorial board. Elizabeth Arnold has replaced 
Lee Taylor as the Executive Editor responsible for ecological papers. The MSA is 
grateful to Dr. Taylor for his outstanding service to the journal, and welcomes Dr. Arnold 
to the editorial board. The MSA and Executive Editors also thank the following 
Associate Editors whose terms ended this past year, for their dedicated work on behalf 
of the journal: Peter Avis, Ignazio Carbone, Lisa Castlebury, Bryn Dentinger, Anthony 
Glenn, and Terry Henkel. As new Associate Editors are recruited, priority should be 
given those in areas such as ascomycete and basidiomycete systematics, which are 
very popular among MSA members and Mycologia authors. 
 

—Mycologia Editors 
Keith Seifert (Executive Editor), Chris Schardl (Executive Editor), Betsy Arnold 

(Executive Editor), Frances Trail, (Executive Editor) Cathie Aime (Managing Editor) 
 
 

Annual Report of the MSA Editorial Advisory Committee 
 
The big news with respect to MSA publications in 2016 was the decision on the part of 
the MSA Council to switch the publishing of Mycologia from Allen Press to Taylor and 
Francis, effective January 2017.  The effort to solicit and review bids from multiple 
publishers was spearheaded by Mycologia Executive Editor Keith Seifert and MSA 
Executive Vice President Sarah Bergemann with help from members of the Mycologia 
Editorial Board.  The MSA Editorial Advisory committee unanimously supported the 
recommendation to select Taylor and Francis as the new publisher, and we owe a 
tremendous debt and thank you for the hard work of Keith Seifert, Sarah Bergemann 
and the Mycologia Executive and Associate editors. 



	  

	  

 
—MSA Editorial Advisory Board 

Don Natvig (Chair), Roy Halling, Tom Volk, Mary Palm, Louise Glass 
 
 
 

Annual Report of the Inoculum Book Review Editor 
 
The Inoculum Bookshelf appeared in all four issues that were published since July 
2015.   
Three reviews have been published over the course of the year; one in the September 
2015 issue, and two in the November 2015 issue.  To date, reviews for 35 books remain 
outstanding; in some cases, these books were shipped to reviewers well over a year 
ago.   
 

— Inoculum Book Review Editor 
Robert Marra 

 
 

Annual Report of the MSA Association Manager 
 

1. 2016 Society Membership 
2. 2016 Institutional Subscriptions 
3. Association Management Contract 
4. MSA Website Migration  

 
1. 2016 Society Membership 

 
The current MSA membership base for 2016 stands at 1,119 members (107% to last 
year) and is the largest it has been since 2012.  
 
Membership statistics (2010-2016): 



	  

	  

 
 
 
 

2. 2016 Institutional Subscriptions 
 
The current Mycologia institutional subscriber base for 2016 stands at 547 subscribers 
(-7.9% to last year.)  
 
Subscriber statistics (2010-2016): 
 



	  

	  

 
 
 
 

3. Association Management Contract 
 
The MSA’s contract with Allen Press for Association Management Services expires at 
the end of 2016.  A 3-year renewal contract (2017-2019) has been provided to 
Executive Vice-President Sarah Bergemann for review and final approval by the MSA 
Council at the 2016 Annual Meeting. The new scope of service includes Executive 
Accounting services and a joint society and eBusiness website. 
 
 

4. MSA Website Migration  
 
Allen Press has been working with Antonio Izzo (MSA Webmaster) to migrate all 
existing data from msafungi.org to the Allen Press eBusiness server. Mapping of the 
new website is currently underway with a current launch date of September 2016. Once 
the migration is completed, Allen Press will work with the Electronic Communication & 
Web Page Management Committee to retool the new website as needed.  
 

—Chris Lapine 
MSA Association Manager, Allen Press 



	  

	  

Annual Report of the Education Committee 
 

The MSA Education Committee had planned to assist Marc Cubeta with an NSF-
supported workshop for high school teachers at the MSA meetings in 2016 at UC 
Berkeley. Unfortunately the workshop was canceled.  The MSA Education Committee is 
planning to submit a proposal for an Education workshop at the MSA meetings in 2017 
in Athens, GA.  The current theme is Teaching Mycology in the 21st Century and the 
target audience will be graduate and undergraduate students in MSA as well as high 
school science teachers (with the hope of introducing high school students to the field of 
mycology). Potential topics include: Why study mycology?  How to encourage to 
students to study mycology in college; Explaining biological principles with fungal 
examples; and, Active learning in Mycology.  Finally, the MSA Education Committee 
has begun discussions about providing more educational resources on the MSA 
website including: Culture Share: How to obtain cultures for the classroom; Laboratory-
based exercises with fungi; Image library for teaching mycology; Mycology skill share 
database; and, Explaining biological principles with fungal examples. 
 

—Education Committee 
Andrew Methven (Chair), P. Brandon Matheny, José Pérez-Jimenez, Karen Hughes, 

Thomas Jenkinson 
 
 

Annual Report of the Finance Committee 
 
After evaluation of proposals from three investment advisory firms, the MSA Investment 
Portfolio was transferred from Wells Fargo Advisors in Blacksburg, VA, to Middleton 
Advisory in Bethesda, MD. This transition was completed in May 2016. As a part of this 
process an Investment Policy Statement for the Society was developed by Middleton 
Advisory in consultation with the Finance Committee and Council. The objectives as 
stated in the Investment Policy are the following: 1) Maintain sufficient cash reserves to 
buffer market fluctuation and cash flow interruptions; 2) Allow for annual awards to be 
made consistently while recognizing the named funds; and 3) Support long term growth 
of the endowment funds above the inflation rate to provide increasing awards for 
research and scholarships into the foreseeable future. These three objectives will 
provide for a conservative approach that will protect the endowed funds as intended by 
the Society and Donors, while at the same time allowing growth to insure the continued 
availability of awards in the future. 
 
The total value of the MSA Portfolio as of June 30, 2016, is $1,308,698.49. As of June 
30, 2015, the values of the separately held Endowment and Operating Accounts were 
$916,239.62 and $228,719.08, respectively, for a total of $1,144,958.70.  As a part of 
the transition to Middleton Advisory, assets are no longer held in separate Operating 
and Endowment Accounts. Accounting procedures will be used to track the growth of 
individually named and uncommitted endowed funds as well as the non-endowed 
operating funds. The funds are currently invested as follows: 49.9% stocks in a 
conservative mix of mostly domestic equities with small percentages in foreign 



	  

	  

developed and emerging stocks; 20.2% bonds in a mix of U.S. corporate, high yield and 
foreign bonds; and 24.8% cash. As the Society held large amounts of cash prior to the 
move to Middleton Advisory it is expected that the investment of cash will continue over 
a period of time until a target of 55% stocks, 35% fixed income, and 10% cash is 
reached for the endowed funds. A cash reserve will also be held in the MSA operating 
bank account so that approximately 6 months of expenses will be held in cash. All cash 
will be held in FDIC insured accounts.  
 
The new approach should provide greater transparency, better performance, and lower 
fees. Funds will be rebalanced periodically with quarterly reviews documented. 
 

—MSA Finance Committee 
Lisa Castlebury (Chair), Georgiana May, Brian Shaw, Fred Spiegel,  

Jean Lodge 
 
 

Annual Report of the Membership Committee 
 

As of mid June, 2016, MSA Member Statistics Report (MSR) the total number of 
MSA members stands at 1105. The total number of MSA members at the end of 2015 
was 1044, which is a plus 61-member difference. This represents a reversal of the 
downward trend that the MSA membership has been experiencing these last few years. 

Much of the 2016 gains have been in student memberships. Student 
membership is currently at 228 compared to 164 in 2015. The increase is likely the 
result of a strong MSA student section and the inroads and progress they have been 
making in recruiting their fellow students to become members. Regular membership is 
down by 28 members from last year's total (501 in 2016 vs 529 in 2015). However, the 
difference in these numbers are likely to improve as new members join and lapsed 
members get around to renewing in the remaining months of 2016. In addition, the 2016 
memberships for Emeritus Member Worldwide no journal (166 up from 123) and 
Associate Member Wordwide (33 up from 17) are up from 2015 numbers. 

It is widely known that MSA membership has been in a decline since reaching a 
peak in 2012 (Figure 1). The recent turn around can be due to multiple factors, and 
there is potential for these numbers to improve in the future with additional efforts in 
lapsed member drive renewals, new strategies for attracting members, and other 
changes to the MSA that are on the horizon.  



	  

	  

 
Figure 1. MSA membership totals from 2010-2016 (midyear) 

The MSA membership committee’s efforts towards retention were largely 
successful. In the 2016 lapsed member renewal drive the committee contacted nearly 
40% of the 570 individuals on the March Lapsed Members List. Since the renewal drive, 
approximately 216 members have been moved off of the list. Whether these names 
were moved to the membership list has not been thoroughly investigated but this is the 
assumption. Of those removed from the lapsed list, 127 represent 2015 lapsed 
members (the others are 2013 and 2014 lapsed members), 77 are Regular Members 
Worldwide, 50 are Student Members, and over 50% of all these lapsed members were 
contacted by the membership committee and encouraged to renew their membership. 

Of the names remaining on the Lapsed Members List, 194 are 2015 lapsed 
members. There are 24 lapsed Post-Doc Associates, 171 lapsed Student Members, 
and 247 lapsed Regular Members. Only 18% percent of the remaining lapsed members 
have been contacted by the MSA membership committee. Considering that about 44% 
of all contacted lapsed members renewed their membership, it is possible that up to 190 
of the remaining un-contacted lapsed members could be persuaded to renew. While this 
currently represents a lost opportunity, it is one that is likely to present itself in the future 
and that the MSA would likely benefit from. 

Apart from increasing efforts in contacting lapsed members, there are several 
other suggestions that could be applied that will help with retention and increasing 
membership. A stronger MSA presence at APS meetings that would encourage plant 
pathologists working on fungal organisms to be part of the mycological community has 
been suggested. Another would be to provide the option for automatic renewal of MSA 
memberships each year. It was also suggested that the website provide a clearer 
opportunities for joining the MSA. The “Join MSA” link could be larger, bolder, and more 
enticing to people who are considering becoming a member, as well as including a clear 
list of benefits of membership. Lastly, the move to Taylor & Francis as the main 
publisher of Mycologia is anticipated to provide new members and opportunities for 
growth. 
 

—MSA Membership Committee 
Andrew Wilson (Chair), Marin Talbot Brewer, Ignacio Carbone, Tami McDonald, 

Terri Tobias 
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Annual Report of the Nomenclature Committee 
 
We remind members of MSA that the International Code of Nomenclature for algae, 
fungi, and plants (ICN), is available online (http://www.iapt-
taxon.org/nomen/main.php?page=title). 
 
Registration of fungal names and the presentation of identifiers in publications is now 
required for valid publication of new names; Fungal Names, Index Fungorum and 
MycoBank are recognized as official repositories. 
 
The Nomenclatural FAQ used by Mycologia is to advise potential authors and to 
encourage good nomenclatural practices. The current version is available online at 
Mycologia’s HighWire site (http://www.mycologia.org/site/misc/FAQvers2.xhtml), and it 
should be current until the next International Botanical Congress, Shenzhen, China, July 
2017. 
 
Scott A. Redhead (Chair of the Nomenclature Committee for Fungi, IAPT) will lead a 3 
hour-long hands-on-workshop at this year's MSA meeting in Berkley with the aim of 
training mycologists how to use the International Code of Nomenclature for algae, fungi, 
and plants.  
 
Among the ICTF members, there were discussions about a letter that was going to be 
sent to Index Fungorum. Some of the concerns expressed by the ICTF were on the lack 
of peer or editor review, no information on how new combinations arose, and that some 
of the names published in Index Fungorum do not follow some basic recommendations 
made, for example, by Keith Seifert and Amy Rossman (IMA Fungus 1(2): 109–116, 
2010) and Vellinga et al. (IMA Fungus 6: (65)-(68), 2015); or in the instructions to 
authors for Fungal Planet (http://www.fungalplanet.org/). In summary, the ICTF 
recommends that there needs to be "inclusion of discussion and illustrations under each 
new taxon and implementation of peer review and editing of each article." To date, the 
MSA Nomenclature Committee has not been informed about the fate or the response to 
the letter. 
 
A list of "Scientific Names of Economically Important Fungi to be Protected" (by A.Y. 
Rossman, W.C. Allen, L.A. Castlebury, et al.) circulated among various nomenclature 
committees and mycologists, and which is available at 
http://www.fungaltaxonomy.org/index.php/download_file/view/142/1/. These names will 
be considered by the NCF for official protection. 
 
The Nomenclature Committee for Fungi recently resolved approximately 30 items that 
required a vote, which brings the total number of items resolved since late 2014 to 
about 80. Tom May, NCF Secretary, is preparing a summary report for Taxon. On items 
relating to the transition to one name for each fungus, essentially all items including 
those prepared by the various subcommissions and working groups were approved as 
recommended. 



	  

	  

Members of this committee have continued to advise on matters relating to 
nomenclature upon request, including those made by MSA members. 
 

—MSA Nomenclature Committee 
Priscilla Chaverri (Chair), Andrew Minnis, James Lendemer, Juan Mata, 

Terry Torres-Cruz 
 
 

Annual Report of the Mycological Distinctions Committee 
 
Biographies of the Mycological Society of America Distinctions Award recipients have 
been submitted and will be published in the July 2016 issue of Inoculum. The awardees 
are listed below: 
Distinguished Mycologist Award: Donald T. Wicklow 
William H. Weston Teaching Award: A. Elizabeth (Betsy) Arnold 
Alexopolous Prize: Matthew Smith 
The Gordon and Tina Wasson Award: David Arora 
Mycological Society Distinctions Committee: François Lutzoni, Chair; Christopher 
Schardl; David Hibbett; Charles Bacon; Dennis Desjardin; Louise Glass (ex officio, Past 
Chair); Kerry O'Donnell (ex officio, President) 
 

—MSA Mycological Society Distinctions 
Francois Lutzoni (Chair), Chris Schardl, David Hibbett, Charles Bacon, 

Dennis Desjardin 
 
 

Annual Report of the MSA Honorary Awards Committee 
 
With this letter, I would like to submit a brief report from the Committee on Honorary 
Awards. 
 
The Committee on Honorary Awards encourages nominations for MSA Fellow and for 
Honorary Mycologist from the community.  Instructions for preparing nomination packets 
are posted on the MSA website <http://msafungi.org/msa-awards/msa-fellows-award/>; 
<http://msafungi.org/msa-awards/honorary-members/>. The annual deadline for award 
consideration if February 15, but nominations submitted after the deadline will be 
considered the subsequent year.   
 
After soliciting nominations, a discussion by email, and a formal vote, our committee 
enthusiastically agreed to recommend Prof. François Lutzoni to Council as MSA Fellow 
and Prof. Barbara Howlett to MSA Council as Honorary Member. MSA Council voted in 
favor of both nominations. 
 
We wrote biographies for Prof. Lutzoni and Prof. Howlett and submitted them for 
publication in Inoculum. We also submitted the biographies to the 2016 Program 



	  

	  

Committee Chair Anne Pringle so that the awards can be announced officially during 
the 2016 MSA meeting. 
 

—MSA Honorary Awards Committee 
Mary Berbee (Chair), David Hibbett, Jean Lodge 

 
 

Annual Report of the MSA Research Awards Committee 
 
Some edits were made to the MSA Manual of Operations this year to cover the new 
Emory Simmons award established in 2015. Two additional awards, the Translational 
Mycology and Lichtwardt Awards, need to be added this year. 
 
Conflict of Interest Policy: 
1.  A new conflict of interest policy for the Research Awards Committee (along with the 
Student Awards Committee) was drafted covering all Research Awards. If approved by 
Council, this also needs to be added to the MOP. 
 
MSA Research Awards and Student Awards Conflict of Interest policy: 
1.  A Research Awards Committee or Student Awards Committee member has a 
conflict of interest (CoI) with applicants he or she is currently supervising, or is presently 
in a significant role of direct mentorship or collaboration, or has done so within the last 
three years, or has any other sort of conflict of interest that would reasonably preclude 
fair participation. 
2.  When a member of the Research Awards or Student Awards Committee member is 
in conflict of interest with any applicants, he or she will inform the Chair of the 
Committee as soon as possible after the award applications are sent out for review. If 
the Chair agrees with the Committee member that a potential CoI exists, that committee 
member will then abstain from participating in the deliberation and vote for that award, 
but will remain engaged in the review of other awards. 
3. If more than two of the five committee members (Research Awards Committee) or 
more than one of the four committee members (Student Awards Committee) are in 
Conflict of Interest and thus not voting, the Chair of the Research Awards or Student 
Awards Committee will appoint an ex officio member; alternatively, if a Conflict of 
Interest is identified with the ex officio member, the Chairs will work with the Executive 
Vice President to identify one or more ad hoc Committee members to participate in the 
deliberation and vote for that award. 
 
2016 Research Award Applications: 
Huge Number of Applications: The committee received 47 applications for the nine 
award categories (eleven if you consider the student and postdoc versions of the Forest 
Ecology and Translational Mycology awards as separate). This is at least double the 
number we have seen in the last five years, and the applications were outstanding 
across the board. The MSA Student Section actively promoted the Awards through 
social media, and this may have been a major factor in the increase. We were 
particularly pleased that the two new awards received eight applications each. 



	  

	  

 
This year, the award applications were compiled by the Chair into single PDF files and 
uploaded to a Dropbox site for distribution to Committee members. With individual 
application PDFs often several megabytes in size, and 47 applications, email 
distribution was too cumbersome. An Excel spreadsheet was prepared on which each 
committee member listed their application rankings, and then sent it to the Chair. This 
worked very well. It was pointed out that Federal employees usually can’t access 
Dropbox from work, but such committee members could either download the 
applications from a private internet source, or separate arrangements could be made to 
email the applications to them at their government address. 
 
2016 MSA Research Award Winners:  
Lichtwardt: Yan Wang 
Bartnicki-Garcia: Ningxiao Li 
Martin-Baker: Sarah Bergemann 
Simmons: Joyce Woudenberg 
CT Rogerson: Jorge Díaz 
Rippon: Kayla Pennerman 
Forest Ecology: students Demetra Skaltsas ($1250), Ben Morgan ($1250), Jennifer 
Jones ($1250) and Tyler Bourret ($1250); postdocs Chris Fernandez ($2500) and 
Romina Gazis ($2500) 
Translational Mycology: students Kristi Fenstermacher ($2500), Chris Smyth ($2500), 
Izabelita Zapata ($2500); and postdoc Geoff Zahn ($2500) 
A&H Smith: NO AWARD 
There were no applications for the Rippon or A. & H. Smith Awards this year. Kayla 
Pennerman applied for the Bartnicki-Garcia Award, and because her research involves 
the roles of volatile compounds produced by fungi that have potential impacts on human 
health, we thought that her work would be well- suited to the Rippon Award. The 
committee worked with Student Awards Chair Tim James in trying to identify applicants 
for any student award who might be appropriate for the A. & H. Smith Award, but we 
could not find any in either applicant pool. Discussing this with Tim James, we think the 
Society needs to strategize about how to fully realize the potential of this important 
longstanding award. 
Notifications were made to award winners in late March. 
Recommended Changes: 
Together with Student Awards Chair Tim James and Mentor Student Awards Chair 
Brian Perry, we put together some recommendations to put forward to Council for 
consideration going forward. Enacting these changes will require discussion over the 
next few months. These were sent under a separate cover. 
 

—MSA Research Awards Committee 
David Geiser (Chair), Peter Kennedy, Jolanta Mladlikowska, Tim James, 

Greg Mueller 
 
 
  



	  

	  

Annual Report of the Mentor Student Travel Award Committee 
 
The Mentor Student Travel Awards Committee received a total of 32 award applications 
for the 2016 MSA meeting. It was a very competitive group of applicants, which made it 
difficult for the committee to select the 15 recipients of the awards the Society had funds 
for this year. The 2016 MSA Mentor Student Travel Award recipients are listed below. 
 
Name and 
Institution 

Advisor Recommended  
Award 

Paper/Poster Title 

Kevin Amses, 
Univ. of 
Michigan 

Tim 
James 

 

R. P. Korf 
 

The genome of an 
unculturable nematode-
destroying fungus and its 
role in resolving the 
zygomycete tree of life 

Ben Auxier, 
Univ. of British 
Columbia 

Mary 
Berbee 

 

C. J. 
Aexopolous 

 

Development of 
transformation in zoosporic 
fungi 

Gerald Cobian, 
Univ. of Hawaii 
at Manoa 

Anthony 
Amend 

 

E. E. Butler 
 

Does elevation affect 
symbiont network 
dynamics? A gradient study 
of foliar fungal endophytes 

Megan Daniels, 
Cornell 
University 

Kathie 
Hodge 

 

W. C. Denison 
 

Living Fungi in Sea Salts: 
Implications for food 
spoilage 

Naveed 
Davoodian, 
NYBG/City 
Univ. of New 
York 

Roy 
Halling 

 

H. D. Thiers 
 

Global Diversity of 
Gyroporus (Basidiomycota, 
Agaricomycetes, Boletales) 

Jaclyn Dee, 
Univ. of British 
Columbia 

Mary 
Berbee 

 

C. L. Kramer How can we grow on like 
this forever? Insights into 
the evolution of 
indeterminate filamentous 
growth from the phylum 
Chytridiomycota 

Mara DeMers, 
Univ. of 
Minnesota 

Georgiana 
May 

 

J. M. Trappe 
 

Local adaptation in plant-
multiple microbe 
communities 

Kristi 
Fenstermacher, 
Penn State 

David 
Geiser 

 

H. D. Thiers 
 

The role of conditionally 
dispensable chromosomes 
among Fusarium 
populations within various 
cropping systems 

Paris Hamm, 
Western Illinois 
Univ. 

Andrea 
Porras-
Alfaro 

H. E. Bigelow 
 

Natural biota of Western 
bats and their activity 
against the spread of white-



	  

	  

 nose syndrome 
Lynnaun 
Johnson, 
Chicago 
Botanical 
Garden/Northw
estern Univ. 

Greg 
Mueller 

 

M. B. Bigelow 
 

The microbiome of Vanilla 
planifolia, a hemiepiphytic 
orchid 

Ludovic Le 
Renard, Univ. 
of British 
Columbia 

Mary 
Berbee 

 

E. S. Luttrell 
 

Brining fossils up to date: 
Character evolution in the 
thyriothecial scutella 

Cedric 
Muniana, 
Western Illinois 
Univ. 

Andrea 
Porras-
Alfaro 

 

O. K. Miller 
 

Seasonal variation of Dark 
Septate Fungi in an Arid 
Grassland and their 
Potential Role on Plant 
Growth 

Marisol 
Sanchez-
Garcia, Univ. of 
Tenn. 

Brandon 
Matheny 

 

O. K. Miller 
 

A new lineage of 
ectomycorrhizal fungi from 
the Neotropics 

Demetra 
Skaltsas, Univ. 
of Maryland in 
College Park 

Priscila 
Chaverri 

 

R. L. Gilbertson 
 

Influence of barcode choice 
on automated clustering of 
OTUs and implications for 
metabarcoding approaches: 
a case study 
metabarcoding approaches: 
a case study 

Yan Wang, 
Univ. of 
Toronto 

Jean-Marc 
Moncalvo 

 

E. Simmons 
 

Genome-wide survey of gut 
fungi (Harpellales) reveals 
the first horizontally 
transferred ubiquitin gene 
from a mosquito host 

 
—MSA Mentor Student Travel Awards 

Brian A. Perry (Chair), Scott Bates, Mahajabeen Padamsee, Sara Branco 
 
 

Annual Report of the Program Committee 
 

We have at least 200 people registered to date, and are accepting abstract until June 1. 
A workshop on nomenclature, led by Scott Redhead, has been added to the program, 
and a few other workshops are also under discussion for last-minute addition. 
 
This year’s annual meeting will be held in Berkeley, CA. Anne Pringle has replaced Dan 
Durall as program chair and John Taylor and Tom Bruns are the Local Organizers.  The 
program committee, consisting of Clark Ovrebo, Lisa Grubisha, Jessie Uehling, Don 



	  

	  

Pfister, Anthony Glenn, and Thorsten Lumbsch, also in consultation with Kerry 
O’Donnell and Georgiana May, approved support for the following symposia for this 
year’s meeting:  
 

1. Patterns and processes in global fungal biogeography: small things at large 
scales (organized by Amend) 

2. Dimensions of fungal biodiversity: mycology at the interface of genetic, 
phylogenetic, and functional diversity (organized by Arnold and Lutzoni) 

3. COMBINED*: Global change: interactions between changing plant and fungal 
communities (Morrison and Frey) 

4. COMBINED*: Population genomics of disease emergence  
5. COMBINED*: Ecology of Plant-Fungal Invasions 
6. COMBINED*: Fungal conservation in the USA: responding to the wake-up call 
7. Fungi and fungal products in the built environment-investigating our indoor 

companions (Adams) 
8. Fungi, fuels and biotechnology: developing theory and practice from ecology to 

genomics (Firestone, Pett-Ridge, Hawkes) 
 
*These four symposia have been slightly shortened and will be combined into a single 
day’s worth of talks. 
 
The gender balance among speakers at these symposia is good. 
 
Rachel Adams, a P.I. at UC Berkeley, wrote and received a $28,500 grant from the 
Sloan Foundation to support symposia #s 1, 2, and 7.  In addition, a planned UNITE 
database workshop will be supported by the Sloan Foundation.   
 
This year’s Karling lecture will be given by Arturo Casadevall. 
 

—MSA Program Committee 
Anne Pringle (Chair), Thorsten Lumbsch, Clark Ovrebo, Don Pfister, Lisa Grubisha, 

Tony Glenn, Jessie Uehling 
 
 

Annual Report of the Student Awards Committee 
 

As outlined in the MSA Manual of Operations, I am writing to notify you of the MSA 
awardees selected by the Student Awards Committee. The applications were all of high 
caliber, and 11 graduate applications and 3 undergraduate applications. This is similar 
to the previous year in which there were 11 and 4, respectively. 
  
The recipients are as follows: 
MSA Graduate Fellowship 1 ($2000) – Danny Haelewaters 

(dhaelewaters@fas.harvard.edu), Harvard University 
MSA Graduate Fellowship 2 ($2000) – Devin Leopold (devin.leopold@gmail.com), 

Stanford University 



	  

	  

NAMA Memorial Fellowship ($2000)  - Brian Looney (blooney@vols.utk.edu), University 
of Tennessee 

Backus Award ($1000) – Jaclyn Dee (deej@interchange.ubc.ca), University of British 
Columbia 

Undergraduate Research Award ($500) – Mareli Sanchez 
(sanchezm@email.wofford.edu), Wofford College 

  
The committee has contacted all the winners to encourage them to attend the 2016 
MSA meeting. We have requested brief biological sketches and photos to be used 
during the awards ceremony and published in the Inoculum. We have also notified the 
unsuccessful applicants. 
 
We are currently reviewing the guidelines for applications to the Student Awards and 
are coordinating with the Research Awards Chair David Geiser to attempt to 
standardize application requirements. This standardization will simplify the myriad 
different application requirements for the numerous awards overseen by our two 
committees. We hope to be able to present some amended guidelines for Council’s 
review at the 2016 annual meeting.  
  
Please let us know if there are any other duties we need to perform in regard to these 
awards. 
  

—MSA Student Awards Committee 
Tim James (Chair), Tom Horton, Heather Hallen-Adams, Allison Walker 

 
 

Annual Report of the Karling Annual Lecture Committee 
  
The Karling Lecture Committee consists of Antonis Rokas (Chair 2016), David Hibbett, 
Betsy Arnold, Jessie Uehling, and Joe Heitman (ex officio). Antonis Rokas currently 
serves as chair, and the chair will rotate to David Hibbett for the next year. 
 
After careful consideration of several excellent candidates, the Karling Annual 
Lecture Committee selected Dr. Arturo Casadevall at the Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health as the 2016 speaker. He was approved by the 
MSA council. A brief description of the candidate and his research is provided 
below:   
 
Dr. Arturo Casadevall is a Bloomberg Distinguished Professor and an Alfred and Jill 
Sommer Professor and Chair of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology at the Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. Dr. Arturo Casadevall is a microbiologist 
and immunologist. His laboratory studies two fundamental questions: First, how do 
microbes cause disease? Second, how do hosts, such as humans, protect themselves 
against microbes? To address these large questions, the laboratory has a 
multidisciplinary research program spanning several areas of basic immunology and 
microbiology. A major focus of the laboratory is the fungus Cryptococcus neoformans, a 



	  

	  

ubiquitous environmental microbe that is a frequent cause of disease in individuals with 
impaired immunity. The fungus causes lung infection, including a particularly dangerous 
fungal meningitis observed primarily in immune-compromised patients such as those 
with AIDS. Many of the laboratory’s projects seek to understand how hosts defend 
against C. neoformans and how the Cryptococcus organism’s virulence contributes to 
disease. For example, melanin production in C. neoformans, is associated with 
virulence. Melanin is a pigment with an undefined chemical structure and tremendous 
physical stability. This pigment accumulates in the cell wall of C. neoformans and allows 
growth and budding to occur. But melanin research also has wide reach: an antibody to 
fungal melanin made in the Casadevall laboratory is currently in evaluation for the 
treatment of melanoma, a type of skin cancer. Dr. Casadevall has received many 
honors, including membership to the US National Academy of Medicine. In addition, Dr. 
Casadevall has been leading the nation’s approach to science, scientific misconduct, 
and promotion of women and underrepresented minorities. 

Dr Casadevall’s website is: http://www.jhsph.edu/faculty/directory/profile/5798/arturo-
casadevall  
 

—MSA Karling Annual Lecture Committee 
Antonis Rokas (Chair), David Hibbett, Betsy Arnold, Jessie Uehling 

 
 
Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs and Societies Committee Annual Report 
 
Dan Luoma nominated Alija Mujic to take Brad Kropp’s place on the committee.  The 
committee concurred and Alija graciously agreed to do so. The MSA’s Student Section, 
including Noland Deaver of this committee, has started an initiative to use some of the 
space on the website (and also social media) to present short accounts of amateur 
mycological clubs or organizations.  New postings will appear sporadically 
(appropriately enough ;-).  Postings may include such thing as information about 
particularly interesting taxa found on club outings, significant upcoming forays, and 
biographies of renowned members of the amateur mycology community.  So far, the 
University of Minnesota's mycology club and the Prairie States Mushroom Club have 
been spotlighted.  http://msafungi.org/MSAstudent/mycology-club-spotlight/ 
In cooperation with the North American Truffling Society (NATS), Dan Luoma organized 
a truffle workshop/foray “Truffle Fungi of the Sierra Nevada” to precede the MSA 2016 
Annual Meeting. The Program Committee approved of this idea.  The workshop will be 
a three-day foray for elusive below-ground sporocarps in the southern Sierra Nevada 
Mountains.  Eighteen participants will explore forests in the upper montane vegetation 
zones; generally in the 2000-3000 m elevation range.   The species list developed will 
contribute to ongoing studies in the region.  This is a unique opportunity for the Sierra 
National Forest to gain more knowledge about truffles (eaten by flying squirrels that are, 
in turn, eaten by spotted owls) including trends over 20 years.  Some Forest Service 
employees will also participate as their schedules allow.  Collections will be deposited at 
various herbaria including those at Oregon State, UC Berkeley, and San Francisco 
State. 



	  

	  

NATS is a co-sponsor and NATS members are participating.  The workshop will follow 
the same format that was used for a foray held preceding the 1996 International 
Conference on Mycorrhizae.    The 3-day workshop will be Aug. 3-5 with arrival the 2nd 
and departure on the 6th.   
Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs & Societies Rotating Committee Roster 
 

—MSA Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs & Societies Committee 
Dan Luoma (Chair), David Lewis, Nathan Wilson, Alija Mujic, Noland Deaver 

 
 

Annual Report Nominations Committee 
 
The MSA nominations committee discussed possible nominees for VP, treasurer, and 
councilors in Genetics and Molecular biology via email in early January.  After 
nominations came in from the membership we conferred with Vice President Volk 
through a series of emails to insure that our list of nominees were distinct from the 
membership list.  We then contacted the people on our list to make sure they were 
willing to serve.   Neither of our selections for Treasurer felt able or willing to serve, but 
all other nomination slots were filled as indicated in the table below.  The process was 
completed in late March.  
 

 Membership Nomination 
committee 

VP Cathy Cripps Sharon Cantrell 
Treasurer Chris Schardl – 
Councilor  
genetics,  Mo bio  Lisa Grubisha Scott Baker 

Systematics evo Matias Cafaro Else Vellinga 
Ecology Pathoogy Todd Osmundson Kabir Peay 
Cell Bio/ Physiology Heather Hallen Korby Kistler 

 
— MSA Nominations Committee 

Tom Bruns (Chair), Mary Berbee, Timothy Baroni 
 

Annual Report of the Biodiversity Committee  
 
Hans ter Steege, Jennifer Leonard, and MSA biodiversity committee member József 
Geml organized a symposium entitled: “The future of tropical montane forests: 
biodiversity, climate change, land use, and conservation” for the 2016 conference of the 
Association for Tropical Biology and Conservation (June 19-23 in Montpellier, France). 
MSA biodiversity committee member Betsy Arnold and François Lutzoni are organizing 
a ‘Dimensions of Fungal Biodiversity’ symposium for MSA 2016 (August 7-11, UC 
Berkeley, California). Representatives of all of the fungal-centric NSF Dimensions of 
Biodiversity awards will participate. We have received extramural funding through the 
efforts of Anne Pringle and Rachel Adams. MSA biodiversity committee member 
Matthew Smith, Alija Mujic, Brandon Matheny, and collaborators organized a second 



	  

	  

mini-symposium on ectomycorrhizal fungi and fungal biodiversity in Nothofagus forests 
of southern South America at the Instituto de Investigaciones en Biodiversidad y Medio 
Ambiente in collaboration with the Universidad Nacional del Comahue in Bariloche, 
Argentina during May 2016 including participants from the Chile, Argentina, and the 
USA. 
 

—MSA Biodiversity Committee 
Matt Smith (Chair), Bryn Dentinger, Jozsef Geml, Betsy Arnold, 

Marisol Sanchez-Garcia 
 
 

Annual Report of the Ecology Committee 

Members:  Anthony Amend, Chair (2012-2016), Matias Cafaro, Erik Hobbie, Anthony 
Amend, Tanya Cheeke and Klara Scharnagl Student Rep  

• The Ecology committee has received funding from the Alfred P Sloan Foundation 
to host a symposium entitled: Patterns and processes in global fungal 
biogeography: small things at large scales at MSA 2016 in Berkeley, CA. 

• Committee member Tanya Cheeke gave two invited talks at Western Illinois 
University and at University of Missouri. 

• Committee member Klara Scharnagl conducted field work in Cocha Cashu 
biological station in Peru to study lichen diversity and photosynthetic rates on 
different tree species substrates.  

• Committee chair Anthony Amend was awarded a four-year collaborative 
research grant from the National Science Foundation to study the fungal diversity 
and assembly of fungi in Tafea Province Vanuatu. 

 
—MSA Ecology Committee 

Anthony Amend (Chair), Erik Hobbie, Matias Cafaro, Tanya Cheeke, 
Klara Scharnagl 

 
 

Annual Report of the Environmental Health & Medical Mycology Committee 
 
I do have two items I was involved that concerned the committee, one I participated in 
while the other I did not.   
 
1.  I was asked to provide information concerning endophytes and their importance to 
human health such as pharmaceutical compounds, environmental health and crop 
protection and plant health as well as assistance in endophytes for recovering 
endangered species.  This was to take place as an interview with a writer from Cal State 
University East Bay Alumni for an article detailing mycology/endophyte research.  
Specifically, the reported wanted information concerning research at that university 
concerning research on the Hawaiian Islands through an NSF grant detailing vanishing 
rare plants and their endophytes.  The information provided to her was approved as a 
press release and authorized by Kim Kaplan, Chief special Projects Information Staff 



	  

	  

ARS, Beltsville, MD.  You see before I accepted this position I forgot that most of the 
information used in press releases from me must first be approved by my Agency.  I am 
Sorry for this oversight. 
 
2.  The other item was one that you forwarded to me concerning contacting a US 
science journalist looking for an expert who can speak about foliar and fumigant 
fungicides and how these affect fungal communities.  This person is a science journalist 
and authors for the California Academy of Sciences.  I did not have any knowledge of a 
person who can address this subject, and as indicated above I could not if I had this 
knowledge unless the content was approved by ARS Information Staff.  I do hope you 
found others who was able to address and participate in this interview. 
 
Now, the committee has yet to come to an agreement as to the content of a symposium 
for the upcoming 22017 Annual Meeting.  We will continue to debate a subject, as we 
must do something very soon.   
 

—MSA Environmental Health and Medical Mycology 
Charles Bacon (Chair), Marc Orbach, Payam Fallay, Geromy Moore, Chris Smyth 

 
 

Annual Report of the Conservation Committee 
My report for 2015 ended with a call for volunteers, particularly from younger 
mycologists, to serve on this Committee. The good news is that two younger 
mycologists have volunteered to get involved. The bad news is that family health issues 
referred to last year impacted severely on progress by the Committee. 
Nevertheless, there has been progress. Notably, the Conservation Committee 
successfully bidded for a symposium within the MSA's 2016 meeting at Berkeley in 
August 2016, and at the same time set down a marker that a similar slot will be needed 
at the 2017 meeting. The rationale is that our members need urgently to be brought up 
to speed on the subject of conservation in time for the next International Mycological 
Congress (Puerto Rico, 2018). The MSA will be hosting that meeting and the eyes of 
the world's mycologists will be on us. 
The 2016 symposium looks at the state of fungal conservation in the USA, which is 
almost the only country in the world not signed up to the Rio Convention on Biological 
Diversity. At the Puerto Rico congress, MSA members need to be able to talk 
coherently about the USA's achievements in fungal conservation and, frankly, those 
achievements are not impressive. Fungi are still treated as an obscure and unimportant 
group of plants in most if not all US conservation legislation. US conservation NGOs 
remain almost totally unaware that fungi need to be included in conservation activities. 
The level of activity and support for conservation within US based mycological societies 
is far too low, and there is little understanding of just how much infrastructure still needs 
to be put in place. Most research mycologists seem to think that conservation is the 
province solely of field mycologists and taxonomists. They are unaware that they too 
are responsible. 
The Committee intends for the proposed 2017 symposium to look at fungal 
conservation in the other countries of North America. Those countries are all members 



	  

	  

of the Rio Convention, so very different rules and standards operate. They also 
comprise a significantly larger land mass than the USA (and fungi do not recognize 
political boundaries). For the Puerto Rico congress, it will be important that MSA 
members, who are mostly USA based, are aware there is more to fungal conservation 
in North America than just activities in the USA. They will need to be able to talk 
coherently about the situation in other North American countries. 
These are all difficult issues, and both symposia will therefore be challenging. They will, 
however, be only a start. The MSA's tax status prohibits it from the political activity 
needed to promote fungal conservation. But at least one North American NGO able to 
do just that is urgently needed. That our two symposia result in steps towards 
addressing that need, we will indeed be making progress. Who will set up that NGO if 
not mycologists themselves? 
 

—MSA Conservation Committee 
David Minter (Chair), Mike Castellano, Gareth Griffith, Greg Muelller, Else Vellinga, 

Naveed Davoodian, Danny Haelewaters 
 
 

Annual Report MSA Student Section 
 
Part 1: MSA Student Section Executive Board 2016-2017 
 
Part 2: June 2015 – July 2016 Year in Review 

- Bylaws 
- Conference attendance 
- Fundraising  
 

Part 3: July 2015 – July 2016 
- Outreach 

- Social media outlets 
- Spotlights in Inoculum  
- Newsletters 
- MSA_SS website 

- Student Representatives on MSA Committees 2016-2017 academic year 
- Policy update 

- MSA Student Section at the annual meeting, Berkeley CA, August 2016 
- Student Social 
- Board Meeting 
- Student Section Poster 
- Merchandise 
- MSA Council 
- Action items Executive Board 2015-2016 

- Professional Development workshop  



	  

	  

 
Table 1. Fundraising details  

 
Part 1: MSA Student Section Executive Board 2016-2017 (just elected) 
 
Chair: Chris Smyth, Pennsylvania State University 
Vice-Chair: Terry Torrez Cruz, University of Wisconsin 
Secretary: Andrea (Andi) Bruce, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse  
Treasurer: Brendan O’Brien, University of Vermont 
Communication Chair: Kristi Gdanetz MacCready, Michigan State University 
Webmaster: Virginia Poole, Middle Tennessee State University 
Postdoctoral Representative: Mia Maltz, University of California at Riverside 
Past-Chair: Jessie Uehling, Duke University (automatic transition from Chair, non-
voting) 
 
Part 2: June 2015 – July 2016 Year in Review 
 
2.1 Bylaws 

We have not amended our Bylaws in the last year. Our most recent set of 
amendments were approved by the Executive Board in February 2015 and sent out to 
the members for ratification in May 2015. The current bylaws are available on the 
Section’s webpage: http://msafungi.org/MSAstudent/ (under MSA Student Section > 
Student Section Bylaws). We have a vote scheduled in our July 2016 hang out (11 July 
2016) to discuss adding an amendment regarding students serving more than two 
consecutive years on committees. If this passes we will include a summary in the 2016-
2017 annual report.  

 
2.2 Conference attendance 
Previous and past board Members Cat Adams, Tanya Cheeke, and Mia Maltz attended 
the International Conference on Mycorrhiza (ICOM) in August 2015. They also 
presented the Section’s standard poster and sold tee shirts and mugs (see Fundraising 
section below). Adriana Romero attended the Neurospora conference in February 2016, 
where she sold MSA Student Section tee-shirts and gave a talk on her research. Jessie 
Uehling attended the European Fungal Genetics Conference in April 2016 where she 
recruited new interest to the Student Section and gave a poster on her research. The 
executive board plans to attend the MSA 2016 meeting in Berkeley, where the events 
detailed below will take place.  
 
2.3 Fundraising  
Our net earning so far is $559.27 consisting of $392.00 and $531.00 from fundraising at 
MSA and ICOM respectively. The grand total for fundraising includes expenses and 
costs of new materials purchase and transport, summarized in Table 1 at the end of this 
document.  
 
Part 3: July 2015 – July 2016 
 



	  

	  

3.1 Outreach 
a) Social media outlets 
As of June 22, 2016 The Student Section has 2,736 likes on our Facebook page [+403 
since January 2016], 589 followers on Twitter [+86], and 138 members in our LinkedIn 
group [+16]. The Student Section will be using the #Myco16 hashtag for this year’s MSA 
Meeting in Berkeley, CA.  
 
b) Spotlights in Inoculum 
The Student Section has maintained a steady presence in many Inoculum issues. One 
application includes Student & Postdoc Spotlight concept, started in 2014, in which 
students or postdoctoral researchers and their research are presented to the broader 
mycological community. Don Nelsen, Communication Chair 2015-2016, wrote four 
student spotlights on the following recipients.  
 
1. Anna Bazzicalupo, University of British Columbia 
2. Rob Powers, University of Michigan 
3. Miriam Hutchinson, University of New Mexico 
4. Isadora Coelho, University of Arkansas  
 
We have also focused spotlights on several Mycology clubs including the University of 
Minnesota Mycology Club and the Prairie States Mushroom Club.  
 
c) Newsletters 
Seven newsletters were sent during the last year regarding elections, committee 
representatives, officer position, MSA 2016 Events, and the Symposium Topic for MSA 
2016. 
 
d) MSA_SS website 
With the reconstruction of the MSA Website (http://msafungi.org) (see the Annual 
Report of the ECWPM Committee), the Student Section has received a more prominent 
position on the homepage. With the help of MSA Webmaster Antonio Izzo we plan to 
add links to our spotlights to the website. 
 
3.2 Student Representatives on MSA Committees 2016-2017 academic year 
a) Policy update 
This year the Student Section started soliciting interest in new and continuing committee 
representatives well in advance of the annual meeting to facilitate efficiency via meeting 
in person and action at the conference. A list of representatives and their contact 
information will be presented to the President Elect Georgiana May in the coming days 
for record keeping purposes. We have added this policy update and proposed dates to 
our manual of operations to aid logistics of the process in the future. We did not 
receieve interest in student participation on several committees and we decided not to 
try to fill these positions until the MSA comes to a decision on which committees will be 
remain actively enstated in the coming years. 
 
3.3 MSA Student Section at the annual meeting, Berkeley CA, August 2016 



	  

	  

a) Student Social 
The Student Section will be held Monday, August 8th at 6:00 PM and will be open to all 
student and postdoctoral attendees. Information will be provided to MSA students in an 
MSA Student Section Newsletter closer to the event. We have publicized this and other 
MSA events through our social media outlets.  
 
b) Board Meeting 
The MSA Student Section will be holding its fifth annual Board Meeting during the MSA 
2016 meeting in Berkeley on Sunday, August 7th at 5:00 PM. We plan to update current 
and potential future students and postdocs interested in Student Section leadership 
about our accomplishments in the past year and our future plans. President elect 
Georgiana May will attend the Board Meeting and provide guidance for the student 
section. 
 
c) Student Section Poster 
The MSA Student Section will be presenting a poster at the annual meeting with the 
same name as the Section. We have updated our poster this year and opted for making 
a poster with the possibility of re-use that addresses our goals and ways for students to 
get connected and involved. 
  
d) Merchandise 
We have leftover mugs from last year’s conference fundraising efforts, which are 
currently being stored with previous Executive Board member Cat Adams in Berkeley, 
CA. We plan to sell these mugs and our tee shirts at the meeting in Berkeley at MSA 
2016. 
 
e) MSA Council 
2016-2017 Chair Chris Smyth and vice Chair Terry Torrez-Cruz will represent the 
Student Section at the Annual MSA Council Meeting. The Student Section 
representatives will provide a summary of the years’ events and participate in 
discussions about potential future directions of partnerships between students, 
postdocs, and the full society.  
 
f.) Action items Executive Board 2016-2017 
The Executive Board will continue with its fundraising efforts at conferences (tumblers, 
tee shirts, stickers, and potentially other future items) and to maintain and strengthen its 
social media presence. The Section will hold a Professional Development Workshop at 
MSA 2016 in Berkeley, CA (see below).  
 
3.4 MSA Professional Development Workshop at MSA 2016, Berkeley 
 
In 2015, the MSA student section began organizing a Professional Workshop, How to 
prepare the academic job application for a tenure track position in the sciences, to be 
held during the 2016 MSA Annual Meeting in Berkeley. The workshop proposal was 
submitted in the fall of 2015 by the Postdoctoral Representative Tanya Cheeke and 
MSA Student Section and was approved in January 2016. The workshop is geared 



	  

	  

towards graduate students and postdocs who are actively seeking tenure-track 
positions in the sciences and will provide guidance on preparing an academic job 
application, preparing for and anticipating an academic job interview, negotiating once a 
position is offered, and tips/advice for starting up a new lab. The workshop will be led by 
a diverse panel of experts at various career stages ranging from new assistant 
professors to tenured professors, from both small liberal arts colleges and research 
institutions. This workshop will provide a forum for early career scientists to learn about 
the tenure-track job application process from start to finish. A discussion where 
participants can network, socialize, and interact with panelists and other participants will 
be offered.  
 
Speakers for the workshop are:  

1. Jennifer Talbot, Assistant Professor, Boston University  
2. Allison Walker, Assistant Professor, Acadia University  
3. Peter Kennedy, Associate Professor, University of Minnesota (formerly an 

Assistant Professor at Lewis and Clark)  
4. Andrea Porras-Alfaro, Associate Professor, Western Illinois University  
5. Rytas Vilgalys, Professor, Duke University  
6. Sara Branco, Assistant Professor, Montana State University (beginning 2017)  
7. Meredith Blackwell, Boyd Professor Emerita, Louisiana State University 
 

Table 1. Fundraising details: 
Event  Expense Earnings Total  Net 

 Fundraising efforts MSA 2015   $392.00     
Fundraising efforts ICOM 2015   $531.00     

TOTAL fundraisings efforts     $976.00   
Cat pay for extra baggage  $53.00       
Check sent to Allen press     $923.00   

Tee shirts paid by Sharon Cantrell 
MSA ( $13 each) $468.76     $454.24 

Five tee shirt sales + shipping $15.21 $100.00   $559.27  
 

—MSA Student Section 
Jessie Uehling (Chair), Chris Smyth (Vice Chair), Ryan Deaver (Secretary), 

Treasurer (Adriana Romero), Donald Nelsen (Communication Chair), Terry Torrez 
Cruz (Webmaster), Tanya Cheeke (Postdoctoral Representative) 

 
 

Annual Report of the MSA representative to the AAAS Biological Sciences 
Section 

 
The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) is the world’s 

largest general scientific society serving the scientific community and society as a whole 
by promoting Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) research, 
science literacy, engagement and science based policy decision-making both nationally 
and internationally.  The Mycological Society of America (MSA) is a partner with AAAS 



	  

	  

and participates in society planning and input by way of the Biological Science Section 
(Section G).  The business meeting for Section G was held Saturday, February 13, 
2016 in conjunction with the AAAS Annual Meeting in Washington, DC.   

Biological Science is the largest section of AAAS with more than 19,000 
members listing Section G as their primary discipline designation.  Nevertheless, like 
MSA, AAAS as a whole and Biological Sciences in particular has seen a reduction in 
membership, down from a peak of 26,000 less than 10 years ago.  Several strategies 
are being taken to reverse declining membership.   One strategy has been to offer 
additional journal options, both more specialized and general.   In addition to the 
recently added Science Signaling and Science Translational Medicine, new offerings in 
2016 will include Science Robotics and Science Immunology.  Another venture offering 
a new, science news and policy format journal for non-scientists is also in the planning 
stage.   

MSA input is sought for AAAS Office of Government Relations.  We have been 
asked to identify the top three policy issues about which our discipline is concerned.  
This body works with Congress providing information and advice on current science and 
technology issues. The Office also assists scientists in understanding and working with 
Congress.  Concerns and policy issues may be relayed to the Office of Government 
Relations by way of the MSA representative to the Biological Science Section. 

Another function of Section G is to nominate candidates for AAAS Fellow.  In 
2016, 76 individuals from Biological Sciences were chosen as Fellows and inducted at a 
ceremony on February 13.  Unfortunately, it appears that no MSA members were 
among the 2016 Class of inductees. According to nomination criteria, AAAS Fellow 
nominees must have “…made significant contributions (to) research; teaching; 
technology; services to professional societies; administration in academe, industry, and 
government; and communicating and interpreting science to the public.”  Another 
essential criterion for Fellow nomination is that individuals must be a current member of 
AAAS and have been a member for the preceding four years.  Certainly many members 
of MSA would fit those standards and we welcome suggestions from society members 
for AAAS Fellow nominations.  AAAS and MSA encourages and welcomes nominations 
that reflect the diversity of our society members with respect to race, ethnicity, gender, 
sexual orientation, culture, religion, mental and physical ability, class, and language. 

Nominations also are invited for symposia for the AAAS meeting to be held 
February 15–19, 2018 in Austin, Texas.  It would be useful for MSA to be greater 
represented in such general scientific forums.  Symposia at AAAS tend toward policy 
and public engagement often with an international outlook.  For example, a few 
symposium titles from this year’s meeting are “Global Science to Protect our Global 
Farm,” “Global Soil Biodiversity” and “Pathogens without Borders.”  While one could 
imagine that fungi would play an important role in these discussions, in fact, little was 
said with respect to the importance of fungi at the aforementioned sessions.  Keeping 
fungi in the public eye should be a priority for MSA and sponsoring or participating in 
AAAS symposia would be a good way of doing that.  Suggestions for future AAAS 
Symposia should be directed to the MSA AAAS liaison prior to the next AAAS annual 
meeting on February 16, 2017.    
 
  



	  

	  

—MSA representative to the AAAS Biological Sciences Section 
H. Corby Kistler 

 
 
Annual Report of the MSA representative to International Mycological Association 
 
The MSA did not send a delegate to the IMA General Meeting held on 26 April 2016 in 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, after the CBS Spring Mycology Symposium. The chairs of 
the IMC11 Local Organizing Committee, Dr. Sharon Cantrell, and the Scientific 
Programme Committee, Dr. Christopher Schardl, both attended the meeting by Skype 
and delivered progress reports on the organization of the 2018 International Mycological 
Congress for which the MSA is the host. The minutes of the meeting are published at 
www.imafungus.org in the front matter of IMA Fungus vol. 7 number 1. 
 

—MSA representative to the International Mycological Association 
Joey Spatafora 

 
 

Annual Report of the MSA 2017 Local Arrangements Athens, GA 
 
The MSA 2017 meeting will be July 15-19, 2017 at the Classic Center in downtown 
Athens, GA. A schedule of the meeting has been drafted. Georgiana May signed the 
contract with the Classic Center and Sharon Cantrell paid the deposit. We reserved 
blocks of rooms at two nearby hotels within walking distance of the venue, The Hilton 
Garden Inn and The Graduate. Dorms at the University of Georgia will be reserved in 
December when reservations can be made for summer 2017. We will try to reserve 
dorms as close to the Classic Center as possible. We have estimates for AV at the 
Classic Center, and catering for the council meeting, continental breakfast, coffee 
breaks, the banquet, welcome reception and volunteer social. Additionally, we have 
estimates for possible venues for the welcome reception and volunteer social. 
 
Anthony Glenn is organizing the foray. He will be working with the Mushroom Club of 
Georgia and the South Carolina Upstate Mycological Society to identify the best foray 
location within 1.5 hours of Athens. The location is likely to be in the North Georgia 
Mountains. We have estimates for boxed lunches. We will need to make arrangements 
for transportation to and from the foray, but the Classic Center has indicated that they 
can assist with this. We have access UGA Mycology teaching lab for the foray, if 
needed. 
 

—MSA Local Arrangements Athens, GA 
Marin Brewer, Tony Glenn (co-chairs) 

 
 

Annual Report of the Local Organizing Committee IMC 11 
 
Accomplishments this year: 



	  

	  

 
1.       Designation of the Program Chair and Committee 
2.       IMC 11 Website designed and publication 
3.       Call for Symposia and Workshops 
4.       Signing of the Puerto Rico Convention Center Contract 
5.       Selection of cPaper as the platform to submit abstract 
6.       Selection of Paola Bonafante as the Keynote speaker 
 
In process for IMC 11: 
 
1.       Selection of a program for meeting registration 
2.       Sponsors and Exhibitors Campaign 
 

—MSA Local Organizing Committee IMC 11 
Sharon A. Cantrell, D. Jean Lodge (co-chairs) 

 
 

Annual Report of the Awards Coordinator 
 
Porras-Alfaro prepared the award announcement with the description of each award 
and sent it to Julia Kerrigan for the publication in Inoculum. This year, we have three 
new awards that were included in Inoculum: Translational Mycology Award, 
Translational Mycology Postdoctoral Award, and the Robert W. Lichtwardt Student 
Research Award. The information in the website was also updated. The award 
coordinator had multiple discussions via email about minor changes on award 
descriptions suggested by the different MSA committees. Changes were made in 
website and Inoculum. This year, a letter with information about the award, time to use 
the funds, and other details will be attached with the check for each student. The letter 
will be drafted by the award coordinator and submitted for revisions to Sharon Cantrell 
and MSA president for revisions. Plaques were ordered and biographies were collected 
and organized for the publication in the next edition of Inoculum.  
 

—MSA Awards Coordinator 
Andrea Porras-Alfaro 

 
 

Annual Report of the Memorials Editor 
 
This report covers 2015-2016 because of overlap of notices and memorials in two 
years. 
 
Memorials pending:   

• Edward Butler (September 11, 2015) (Memorial to be published in Inoculum by 
Dave Rizzo) 

• Gaston Guzman --Laura Guzman and Joaquin Cifuentes 
• Subramanian --Keith Seifert 



	  

	  

• Thomas Taylor -- Christine Strullu and Paul Kenrick 
 
Notices and memorials published: 
 
1) Martin F. Stoner (1942-2014), a notice was published in Inoculum 66 (6), p.14. 
 
2) A notice was published in Inoculum 66 (1), p. 6 for  

Rubén Durán. A memorial, loc cit., p. 10-12: "Professor Rubén Durán (1924-2014)." 
Berlin D. Nelson Jr., Jack D. Rogers, Dean A. Glawe 
 

3) Walter Sundberg (October 22, 2015) (Memorial published in Inoculum 67(1), January 
2016, p.  5,6. by Gregory M. Mueller, Betty A. Strack, Andrew(Drew) M. Minnis, Joe 
McFarland.  
 
Votes were taken in accordance with the statement from Inoculum 66 (5), p. 9; see 
below for complete statement:  "The Memorials Editor will decide, in consultation with 
the Memorials Committee, whether a brief biography should also be published in 
Mycologia. This decision will be based on research contributions, service to MSA, 
and/or teaching. Publication of a memorial in Mycologia is not restricted to ex-
presidents." 
 
The Memorials Editor will decide, in consultation with the Memorials Committee, 
whether a brief biography should also be published in Mycologia. This decision will be 
based on research contributions, service to MSA, and/or teaching. Publication of a 
memorial in Mycologia is not restricted to ex-presidents. 
 

—Meredith Blackwell 
Memorials Editor 


